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Illustration 1: Mural in Leipzig covering an entire building, depicting the clamour  
for freedom in the GDR
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Abstract

This report documents the findings of an eleven-day project carried out in June 2013 in an attempt to discover  
more  about  the  realities  of  life  behind  the  former  Iron  Curtain.  Through  visiting  museums  and  cultural 
institutions as well as speaking directly with people we met about their experiences with the past and present, 
we learned much about the changing state of affairs in Central and Eastern Europe, with the wide range of  
opinions and narratives offered being principally shaped by region, institutional representation of the past and 
generational attitudes.
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Introduction

Structure of Report

This report consists of three principal sections: introduction, project findings, and a concluding summary.

As a means of introduction, the first section details the origins of the project, our methodology, and limitations  
of the report. It then briefly outlines the history of the Eastern Bloc to provide a degree of context in which to 
view the subsequent findings,  although more  information will  be  presented  throughout  the course  of  the  
project.

The second section details our project findings, for clarity's sake  organised on a country-by-country basis. 
Within each country,  a  profile will  be followed by a  more in-depth analysis  of institutional  and personal  
memory where appropriate, and an overall reflection on our experiences.

To conclude, the themes and trends which have emerged over the course of our investigation will be drawn 
together and summarised, alongside expectations for the future and our own personal reflections.
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Project Genesis and Aims

The dramatic collapse of the Soviet Union and the political transformations in its surrounding states was one of 
the most significant and unexpected events of the twentieth century. We are both students of history, yet despite 
been born in the midst of this tumultuous period feel a certain disconnect with the realities of communist and 
post-communist Europe. Our exposure to people who lived through these times or who currently reside in the 
nascent democracies of Central and Eastern Europe is also rather limited. Although we both met people from 
these regions during our Erasmus study abroad years in Germany and Spain, our knowledge and awareness are 
largely the results of history books and political tracts, sometimes dry and with a strong reliance on relative  
increases in GDP, exchange rate fluctuations and other base indicators. As such, we felt that in order to truly  
understand the reality of life behind the former Iron Curtain and how recent changes have affected everyday 
experiences, it would be necessary to investigate it firsthand.

As keen cyclists, our initial objective was to cycle from Szczecin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, taking  
inspiration  for  our route  from Winston Churchill’s  famous 1946 speech in  Fulton,  Missouri,  in  which he 
outlined the rise of the Iron Curtain. Cycling would have given us access to people who otherwise would not 
be met on the usual tourist circus. However, due to unanticipated medical complications this aspect of the trip  
had to be replaced with an alternative means of getting around, ultimately primarily by train, for all its relative  
advantages and disadvantages. As a result, the project we undertook is not the same as was originally planned 
and intended, but has been adapted to fit our circumstances.
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Methodology

This project was largely devised as an oral history project, designed to unlock stories about life for ordinary  
people  during  and  after  communism.  We were  aware  from the start  that  we would be reliant  on largely 
anecdotal evidence, with all its attendant shortcomings. Nevertheless, it was this personal insight we hoped to  
tap into in an attempt to challenge and humanise the standard official histories we were already familiar with, 
in the process uncovering “history with a human face”, to paraphrase Alexander Dubček.

To do this  we relied on the 'snapshot'  method of documenting particularly interesting people,  stories  and 
opinions gleaned from arranged formal interviews as well as informal conversations struck up with strangers.  
This provided some refreshing  colour to flesh out and even counterpose the official institutional culture of 
memory we encountered in museums and various institutions. 

To provide an adequate framework to help us make sense of the mass of information we encountered, we 
employed a strand of discourse theory developed by Maarten Hajer and Malte Gephart.  This helped us to  
identify a spectrum of distinguishable and rival narratives within the discourse, both official and popular, about  
life in the Cold War era. 

Discourse  in  this  sense  is  understood as  “an  ensemble  of  ideas,  concepts,  and  categories  through which 
meaning is given to social and physical phenomena.” According to Gephart, within any discourse, like that on 
the nature of life in Central and Eastern Europe under communism, there are rival narratives competing for  
discursive dominance. We can extend 'narrative' in this sense to mean rival cultures of memory. Thus how and  
what is remembered and presented as the 'past' is contentious ground, with different groups seeking to advance  
their own version. Hajer proposes that a narrative can be considered dominant if it starts to determine how a 
phenomenon is conceptualised, and if this understanding is then institutionalised.

It is evident that the official narrative and culture of memory has been that communism in Central and Eastern  
Europe was innately evil and illegitimate (we return to possible explanations for this later on in the report). To 
a greater or lesser extent in different regions and countries we visited, this is the prism through which any  
consideration of Cold War era history must be considered. The official narrative seemingly seeks to smother  
the view held by some people we met that perhaps the communist system “wasn’t that bad”. We found that  
with  few  exceptions,  this  official  culture  of  memory,  which  determines  how  the  historical  problem  of 
communism in Europe is approached, has been clearly institutionalised in museums, academies and research 
institutes across the old Eastern Bloc.  

Hajer and Gephart’s discourse theory thus provided us with a theoretical toolkit to see if this dominance goes  
unchallenged by actual personal memory of communism in these countries. Second, discourse theory allows  
for a combination of an analysis about how discourse creates meaning in a particular context with an analysis  
about  how  people  use  these  constructions  strategically  to  further  an  identifiable  agenda,  for  instance 
legitimising an idea or past political activity. This enabled us to identify rival perspectives and the context  
within which they operate. Finally, it permitted us to taxonomise stories we encountered into categories like 
region and generation to enable greater reflection about why these narratives diverged and contradicted each 
other. 

For  more  information  on  Hajer  and  Gephart's  theory,  see  Maarten  Hajer,  ‘Diskursanalyse  in  der  Praxis: 
Koalitionen, Praktiken und Bedeutung’, in Frank Janning and Katrin Toens (eds),  Die Zukunft der Policy‐
Forschung: Theorien, Methoden, Anwendungen, (Wiesbaden, 2008) and Malte Gephart, ‘Contested Meanings 
of Corruption: International and Local Narratives in the Case of Paraguay’, Power, Norms and Governance in  
International Relations, 191, (April 2012).
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Limitations

Our original intention was to complete the project by bike, cycling the length of Europe in order to gain insight  
into the realities of post-communist life  in places less  graced by typical  travellers. However,  due to  Matt 
unexpectedly requiring surgery to correct a knee injury, this particular mode of transport was no longer viable.  
We decided that given the circumstances trains would be the most effective and efficient method of travelling. 
Whilst not allowing us to deviate as far as we would have liked from the beaten path, the speed of transit  
enabled us to detour to both Budapest and Belgrade where we gained further valuable insight into the issue,  
Belgrade in particular offering  a third angle from which to view the situation. Travelling by train also enabled 
us to travel along the infamous  Vindobona rail route from West Berlin to Vienna, via East Berlin, Leipzig, 
Dresden, Prague and Gmünd. This passage was established in 1962 to enable Austrians to travel from Vienna  
through the Eastern Bloc to estranged West Berlin, albeit in sealed carriages. 

Due to time constraints placed on us by various exams, graduations, interviews and limited available dates for  
surgery, our trip was condensed from the original month to eleven days. (Our initial revised plan, the first to  
incorporate trains, was due to last sixteen days but regrettably circumstances dictated that this would not be 
possible due to hectic scheduling.) This meant that only one on occasion were we able to spend more than one  
night in any particular location, that being Berlin due to its size and pertinence. Coincidentally we did spend  
two days in the exact same berths on two legs of the same night train, but that did not provide a great deal of  
continuity. As such, we had to scale down the scope of the project in terms of both penetration and duration  
from the initial month by bike to less than a fortnight by train. Had we had more time to explore, interact and  
experience life behind the former Curtain, it is our belief that we would be able to offer a more thorough and  
wide-ranging report; however, we contend that the findings we made on our shortened trip accurately portray  
the reality of life  behind the Iron Curtain as we experienced it.  Of course,  such a  fleeting trip  is  hardly  
adequate in providing a comprehensive understanding of life in Central and Eastern Europe. Innumerable 
subtleties and vast scale make this very difficult indeed. This report, though, presents information, opinion and 
conjecture as they were experienced through our short journey, and as such represents a select insight into the 
realities of post-communist life.

When conducting both planned and ad hoc interviews with people we met along the way, caution must be used  
when evaluating what we heard. While the stories and opinions told to us by the storytellers are no doubt held 
by them to be valid, it is essential to lend a critical ear to ascertain whether this is the whole story or merely a  
select portion, clipped and refined to serve a particular agenda. The same applies for museums, whose motives, 
funding and anticipated audience must all be taken into account when visiting.

Further limitations included language and weather. Matt’s fluency in German proved invaluable in Germany 
and parts of Austria, enabling us to communicate frankly with numerous individuals from all walks of life.  
However, neither of us has a working command of Polish, Czech, Slovakian, Hungarian, Serbian, Slovenian or  
Italian. As such, in these countries we were reliant on the people we encountered having some command of  
English or German, as well as the museums and institutions we visited presenting the information in either of  
these languages. The weather also played a limiting role during our trip. Much of Central Europe experienced 
dramatic floods in the days preceding our journey; burst riverbanks delayed many of our trains and even 
cancelled one, forcing us to make alternate arrangements at the last minute and granting us less time in certain  
locations, notably Prague.

In spite of the limitations detailed above, we maintain that this report provides valuable insight into unfamiliar  
territory, both geographically and socially. This small study of a vast topic could no doubt be ameliorated by  
more time and access; however, given the circumstances, we believe that we conducted our research to the best 
of our abilities in sometimes challenging situations and are able to offer a report with much use and valuable  
information to the reader about the transition from communism to liberal democracy and capitalism in the 
Eastern Bloc.
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‘Iron Curtain’

This section seeks to offer a brief introduction into the period, beginning with an overview of the Iron Curtain,  
notably  its  development  and  later  collapse.  This  wider  context  is  crucial  when  considering  how certain  
narratives  and  cultures  of  remembrance  we  consider  are  made  to  sound  legitimate  and  valid  by  their  
proponents. 

While the term ‘iron curtain’ had been thrown around literary circles before the Second World War, it was not  
until 1946 that its meaning as understood today came about. In 1946, Winston Churchill delivered a speech in 
Fulton, Missouri, which outlined his perception of international affairs:

“From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic an ‘Iron Curtain’ has descended across the 
continent. Behind that line lie all the capitals of the ancient states of Central and Eastern Europe.  
Warsaw, Berlin, Prague, Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade, Bucharest and Sofia; all these famous cities 
and the populations around them lie in what I must call the Soviet sphere, and all are subject, in 
one form or another, not only to Soviet influence but to a very high and in some cases increasing 
measure of control from Moscow.”

This ‘Iron Curtain’ had developed following the end of the Second World War, where territories acquired either 
through blood or treaty had fallen under direct  and indirect  control  by the Soviet  Union.  An antagonistic  
relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union developed over differing ideological outlooks,  
ultimately bringing about the Cold War. Staunch, irreconcilable differences existed between those in the West 
aligned with the United States and NATO, ostensibly committed to democracy, freedom and capitalism, and 
those in the East with the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact, where state socialism and centralised control were 
the spirit of the times. 

East of the Iron Curtain, a non-physical reality at this point (if you discount the Red Army), states were subject  
to varying degrees of control and influence within the Soviet  sphere.  Some countries held nominally free 
elections while others had communist dominance largely imposed on them. Foreign policies followed the ebbs 
and flows of that of the Soviet Union, with domestic conditions also echoing the least desirable aspects of  
authoritarian rule. Censorship, restrictions of freedoms and a strong security apparatus were par for the course,  
encouraging many citizens to leave under dubious legality for the more open and prosperous West. To stem the  
flow,  physical  barriers  were  erected,  including  the  infamous  Berlin  Wall  in  1961  alongside  numerous 
watchtowers, fences and military instalments ranging the entire length of the continent, dating from the 1940s 
to the 1980s.

Through the course of communist Europe’s existence, discontent was existent if not entirely opaque. Security 
services and apparatchiks across the continent attempted to stifle any protest, often violently and at great cost  
to  resistance movements.  Economic stagnation and perceived inefficiency when compared to  the Western 
model  encouraged  dissent,  aided  by  gradual  political  liberalisation and  increased  personal  freedoms. 
Widespread protests and social movements succeeded in forcing the dissolution of one-party systems all over  
the Soviet  Union’s satellite states and ushered in  a period of free elections at  the turn of the 1990s. The  
collapse of the Soviet Union was soon to follow.
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Project Findings

Greater attention will now be paid to individual countries, in particular a rough overview of their position 
within  the  Eastern  Bloc,  their  transition  from  communism,  and  their  current  domestic  and  international  
standing.  Our  experiences  with  institutional  and  personal  memory  and legacy  are  also  documented  here,  
followed by a concluding commentary on the country in question. Of course, not all of the museums we visited 
and people we spoke to were of value to the project; the examples detailed represent a selection of those which  
enriched our understanding of the communist and post-communist eras. 

In the case of the Czech Republic and Slovakia, and Serbia and Slovenia, individual country histories have  
been amalgamated into Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia respectively due to their intimately shared pasts. 

For more information, anecdotes and context to some of the more unusual encounters, please refer to our blog,  
ironcurtain2013.wordpress.com, updated throughout the course of our travels.
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Poland

Country Profile

Given Poland’s longstanding distrust of Russia and the Soviet Union, it is understandable that its position  
within the Soviet sphere was more nuanced and fraught than other more complicit  states.  Collectivisation 
never really transpired due to pervasive oppositional tendencies rooted in private agriculture, a strong sense of  
nationalism and a deep connection with the Catholic Church. Nevertheless, the Communist Party was able to 
make its influence felt in all areas of life through tight, centralised control of the economy, beginning in earnest 
in 1950 with the Six-Year Plan which more closely followed the Soviet model, censorship, an authoritarian  
disposition and an oppressive police state. Various movements against this system occurred in 1956, 1968, 
1970 and 1976, with strong worker and student involvement around the industrial  centres of Gdansk and 
Poznań, and the academic institutions of Warsaw.

Following the defeat of the 1976 strikes, the Workers’ Defence Committee (KOR) was established. Initially 
focused on providing support for persecuted workers, it blossomed into an influential pressure group outside of 
standard state control. In 1980, a new wave of strikes gripped the country, with the trade union federation 
Solidarity seizing the initiative, building on the resistance tradition laid down by KOR and other groups. Under 
the leadership of Lech Wałęsa, the organisation (the first of its kind in a Warsaw Pact country), grew to nearly 
ten million  members.  In  response  to  this  threat  and  continued discontent,  the  government  under  General  
Jaruzelski declared martial law, dismantling the Solidarity leadership with mass arrests. However, worsening 
economic conditions and political instability combined with Gorbachev’s perestroika and glasnost  policies 
forced the government into dialogue with Solidarity, culminating in free elections in 1990 in which Solidarity  
under Wałęsa were victorious.

Solidarity’s control of Poland did not last, with abject defeat in the 1995 general election and a reversion back 
to communist-era politicians. However, Poland’s position in the new Europe was secured with the joining of  
NATO in 1999 and its accession to the European Union in 2004. In stark contrast to the controlled movement  
of the communist era, entry into the Schengen Area in 2007 represented a sharp liberalisation of the country’s 
borders. Of late, Poland enjoys strong ties with the United States, has enjoyed Presidency of the Council of the 
European  Union  as  well  as  hosting  a  major  sporting  event,  currently  with  a  conservative,  pro-European 
political climate.

Personal Memory

Kryzsiek Brotoń and Marek Środziński, Salon Muzyczny Riff, Szczecin

Kryzsiek Brotoń and Marek Środziński are two young men who work in a music shop in Szczecin, near to both 
the National Museum and the Pomeranian castle. They explained how prestigious instruments such as Fender 
and Gibson guitars and Zildjian cymbals had been available in the country since at least the 1970s (rather than  
new arrivals  alongside the  onset  of  democratic  politics),  although the  ability  to  purchase  such  expensive 
foreign goods was limited to the most privileged consumers within communist society. The majority of people 
who wanted these kinds of instruments, however, were only able to afford Jolana products, a Polish company  
producing cheaper,  lower quality  goods,  but  critically providing the opportunity for  personal  and  cultural 
expression.

Following Lech Wałęsa’s electoral victory in 1990, punk became the primary channel through which musical 
dissent was directed. This, they said, was unsurprising given its historical opposition to authority, typified by 
Jarocin festival. In its early days,  artists performing were tracked and controlled by the authorities, under 
multilateral  surveillance.  “Malevolent”  to  mass  media,  the  fans  at  the  festival  often  brought  their  own 
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recording equipment, distributing grainy recordings around the country forging networks and building up the 
notorious punk rock sense of community. In 1989, as Solidarity were contesting semi-free elections, the charge 
of the festival was that of the proletariat marching forward, cementing the continuing protest ethic laid down 
under  stricter  conditions.  Since  democracy  has  reached Poland,  Jarocin has  been  legitimised but remains 
committed to oppositional causes such as anti-sexism and environmentalism. International bands now grace 
the line up, the dream of earlier  organisers, with punk luminaries such as Bad Religion and Dead Kennedys 
both playing in recent years.

Reflections

Circumstance  dictated  that  our  time  in  Poland  was 
limited to only a few hours, including transit. For this 
reason,  we  were  unable  to  gain  a  comprehensive 
understanding of the realities of communist and post-
communist life. Szczecin was our port of call due to its 
symbolic  importance  rather  than  its  role  in 
deconstructing the communist era and forging the new 
Poland.  There  were,  however,  still  links  to  Poland’s 
historic past, ranging from the "Solidarity" Szczecin–
Goleniów  Airport  to  streets  named  after  the  same 
movement.  Certain  actions  from  the  past  persist  in 
spite  of  the  dramatic  transformations  of  the  past 
twenty  years,  such  as  political  penetration  into 
everyday life – a Polish acquaintance of ours, Zuzanna 
Rabikowska,  elaborated  on  how  political  parties 
sponsor churches, whose priests in turn help shape the 
voting  preferences  of  older  generations.  Indeed,  it 
would appear to be those from the communist era are more inclined look back more favourably upon the  
perceived authenticity of the communist rule and its perks (such as free holidays), as opposed to the more 
conservative-leaning younger generations. Regional differences abound, and to attempt to categorise the entire  
Polish experience in a few short paragraphs after one afternoon in a well-connected, industrial corner would do 
the country an injustice.
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East Germany

Country Profile

Following  the  Second  World  War,  Germany  was  divided  into  four  occupation  zones  controlled  by  the 
Americans, the British, the French and the Soviets.  Berlin, located in the heart of the Soviet sphere,  was  
similarly segmented under the administration of the victorious powers. Faced with increasing hostility between 
the United States and the Soviet Union, in 1949 the division of Germany became permanent with the founding 
of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), an amalgamation of the western parts under French, British and 
U.S.  control,  and  the  German  Democratic  Republic  (GDR,  German:  DDR),  formed  out  of  the  Soviet-
administered zone in the east. 

The GDR swiftly evolved into one of Moscow’s most trusted satellites – the East German leadership was 
formed largely of old German communists who had flown to Moscow after Hitler’s rise to power, and were  
indoctrinated with Stalinist ideology and practice. Seeking to atone for fascist Germany’s crimes, the GDR 
became  a  hardline  communist  state.  The  GDR  could  claim  with  some  justification  that  it  was  far  less  
compromised by former Nazis in senior posts than West Germany, indeed the antifascist nature of the state was  
one of its central pillars of legitimacy. Over time, the GDR evolved into the most heavily monitored society in  
human history. 

By the 1980s around one in every fifteen East German citizens cooperated with the secret police (Stasi) in  
some way, many informing on their fellow citizens. This security apparatus permitted the state to do largely as  
it pleased. Agricultural land was collectivised, an 'antifascist' steel and concrete barrier was erected between 
East and West Germany, cutting many families in two, and the totalitarian state dictated almost every facet of 
life  from  Erziehung (education  or  upbringing  of  children)  to  entertainment  and  permissible  holiday 
destinations. There was, moreover, enormous pressure exerted on religious citizens to renounce membership of 
a congregation, to the extent that by the 1980s only ten per cent of the population reported an active religious 
faith. Even today, according the to the Süddeutsche Zeitung, nearly twenty four years after the fall of the wall,  
the former GDR is the most atheist region on earth.

Despite this, there were sporadic outbreaks of popular resistance and discontent. This was manifested most  
clearly in the Berlin uprising of 17 June 1953, which was ruthlessly suppressed with Soviet tanks. After this  
brutal demonstration of armed might, the citizenry dared not openly oppose the regime again until systemic 
crises emerged in the late 1980s. During the 1950s, '60s and '70s the populace adjusted and resigned itself to  
living under communist party rule. Many citizens came to terms with the system in this period and certain 
aspects of life were popular, in particular youth groups like the Young Pioneers, job security,  a feeling of 
solidarity and stability. 

Oppositional groups and dissenters remained on the periphery of society until the mid to late 1980s, and were 
often formed around peace activists or 'alternative' groups like punks. Although by the late 1980s there existed  
around 160 opposition groups with approximately 25,000 affiliated members, according to Paul Jackson's 1994 
account of the end of East Germany the Stasi estimated the “hard core” of the opposition amounted to no more 
than 60 people. Furthermore, only a small minority of the opposition movement had a widespread political  
agenda offering an alternative to socialism. The rapid reunification with West Germany during the Wende (the 
period immediately after  the fall  of the Wall)  conceals the fact  that few members of the GDR opposition 
actually wanted such a reunion. Instead they desired a “reformed socialism” in the GDR, with as many as one 
million GDR citizens signing a petition in 1989 protesting the coming reunification. This was to no avail.

GDR bankruptcy led to it being absorbed out of necessity into the Federal Republic of Germany, which since  
1949 had claimed to represent all Germans. Nonetheless, as the system in which they had grown up in and  
been a part of for fifty years collapsed around them, former GDR citizens were left in a state of bewilderment  
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and in many cases embitterment. Although the Federal Republic’s financial aid meant that the early 1990s were 
not as tumultuous in East Germany as they were in other former Eastern Bloc states, many people still heavily  
lost out during the Wende. As we found out, the negative effects of this change are far more evident in rural  
areas than in the urban centres of Berlin, Leipzig and Dresden.

Institutional Memory

DDR Museum, Berlin

The  DDR  Museum  prides  itself  on  being  entirely  privately 
funded by visitor entrance fees (and presumably the gift  shop 
that dominates the foyer). Inside this popular museum, its focus 
on interactivity suggests accessibility and enjoyment are among 
its primary objectives, rather than a fair representation of fact. 
Curiosities  from  the  GDR  such  as  old  soap  powder  and  an 
exposé  on nudism abound,  and  the  museum ends  abruptly  in 
1989, with no commentary on the reunification of Germany on 
either  an  institutional  or  personal  level.  That  this  museum is 
geared for tourists was very evident, and although it did provide 
a  physical  insight  into  life  in  the  GDR  as  well  as  brief 
documentation  of Stasi  activity,  its  utility  in ascertaining how 
citizens from the former East Germany have since fared is rather 
limited.

Günter Litfin’s grave, Berlin

Lying very close to the Hauptbahnof, Litfin’s memorial is easy to 
miss. It nonetheless is significant as it commemorates the death of 
the first  person to die trying to escape to the West.  Litfin was a 
tailor  who  was  shot  by border  guards  while  trying to  swim the 
Spree to west Berlin in 1961, shortly after construction of the wall 
started.

Checkpoint Charlie, Berlin

The area around Checkpoint Charlie is unrecognisable from how it looked thirty years ago (compare the two 
pictures, below). Perhaps inevitably, it has also become somewhat of a tourist trap; visitors from across the 
world pose for photos next to actors dressed as border soldiers, street vendors sell fake gas masks and Russian  
fur hats outside McDonalds, and the hordes flock to a very kitsch museum. Perhaps in an effort to provide 
some relief to all this, the state has erected a series of boards in the old control area, providing a more sober  
documentation of the history and development of the checkpoint. 
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Checkpoint  Charlie,  in  1986 as viewable from the East  
German side , and now in 2013, adorned  with  tourist  
shops  and fast  food  restaurants  (note  the  control  cabin  
which has been reinstalled as a tourist attraction):

State-run Cold War museums, Berlin

We visited a further four museums on the Cold War in Berlin, all of which turned out to be largely state-run, or  
at  least  financed  by  the  state.  These  were  the  Topographie  des  Terrors,  the  Gedenkstätte  und 
Dokumentationszentrum Berliner Mauer, the Tränenpalast am Bahnhof Friedrichstraße – GrenzErfahrungen:  
Alltag der deutschen Teilung, and the Stasi – die Austellung zur DDR-Staatssischerheit exhibition run by the  
Bundesbeauftragten  für  die  Unterlagen  des  Staatssicherheitsdienstes  der  ehemaligen  Deutschen  
Demokratischen Republik (BStU).

Any area that had particular relevance to the Cold War or division of 
Berlin has been actively, even aggressively, acquired by the state and 
federal  government  in  the  last  two  decades.  For  instance,  the 
Tränenpalast (“Palace of Tears”), the customs hall at Friedrichstraße 
station which monitored people entering and leaving West Berlin via 
rail had been abandoned by the East German authorities in 1990, and 
was turned into a dance club in 1992. In 2006, Berlin city authorities 
gave the building listed status and refused to renew the club licence, 
thereby  forcing  the  owners  to  sell  the  building  to  the  state.  After 
sanitation the Tränenpalast was opened as a museum in 2011, run by 
the  Haus  der  Geschichte  der  Bundesrepublik  Deutschland,  a 
government organisation. 

These state-run institutions tended to be better organised and more 
informative  than  the  commercial,  privately-run  museums,  but  we 
noticed  they  too were  explicitly  partisan.  They demonised  anyone 
who had worked for the East  German state or cooperated with the 
Stasi  and  valourised  those  who  had  opposed  the  GDR,  without 
putting this resistance into scale, or explaining why the GDR enjoyed 
relatively  high  levels  of  support  from  the  late  1960s  to  the  early 
1980s. 
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Gedenkstätte Deutsche Teilung, Marienborn

Marienborn is  a  small  German village,  whose name comes from a statue  of  the Virgin Mary supposedly 
dropping from the sky in the twelfth century. It played a key role in the interplay between West and East 
Germany during and after the Berlin Blockade, being home to the control station on the main Hannover-Berlin 
road. It developed to become not just the most important node of traffic between the two Germanies, but  
between wider Warsaw Pact 
and  NATO  countries,  for 
instance  controlling  more 
than  thirty-five  million 
crossings between 1985 and 
1989. During the Cold War 
the  control  point  was  of 
great  importance  to  the 
local  economy,  providing 
thousands jobs for residents 
in  sectors  as  diverse  as 
catering,  cleaning,  security, 
border  control,  veterinary 
medicine,  German  Red 
Cross postings, customs and 
excise  staff,  Stasi  officers, 
vehicle  inspectors  and 
mechanics. Later, it was the 
most  important  exit  route 
into the West following the 
fall  of  the  Wall,  which 
became  known  as  the 
‘Trabi  Exodus’(after  the 
archetypal East German car, 
the Trabant).

Some of the area previously assigned to border control has since been demolished while other parts now form 
a standard motorway service station.  However,  in  1992 the state  government  of Sachsen-Anhalt  passed a 
resolution which  established  the crossing  as a  memorial  site.  Today,  much of the old border control  and 
customs area is part of the open-air museum. Due to time constraints our visit to this particular institution was 
limited, but we were able to meet one woman who had lived through the cataclysmic events of 1989. (See  
'Anna' in the forthcoming section on personal memory.)

Point Alpha, near Hünfeld

Former American observation point on a ridge overlooking the town 
of Geisa and the surrounding plain, which lies in Thüringen and the 
former GDR. The area was known as the Fulda Gap, as it was seen 
by NATO high command as a weak link in the defence line, with 
any potential Soviet attack anticipated to take place in this region. 
We  therefore  hoped  to  find  out  what  this  high-politics  actually 
meant for locals on both sides of the former border.

We  examined  the  former  Todesstreife (death  strip)  between  the 
American observation point and a GDR border tower, no more than 
thirty metres apart. This avenue of death was planted with various 
anti-personnel  mines,  guard dogs,  anti-vehicle ditches,  razor wire 
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and machine gun emplacements. An important place in the rapprochement between West and East, Point Alpha 
was at one point visited by Helmut Kohl, Mikhail Gorbachev and George H.W. Bush, who as a trio received 
the Point Alpha Prize, awarded in order to retain and uphold the memory of the peaceful reconciliation of  
Germany.

Runde Ecke, Leipzig

Literally meaning ‘Round Corner’ after the shape of the former Stasi 
headquarters, today this is a museum run since August 1990 by a 
dedicated group of volunteers committed to preserving the history of 
Stasi crimes and activities. Many of these volunteers were part of 
the  Citizens’  Committee  which  occupied  the  former  Stasi 
headquarters in Leipzig in 1989 in order to prevent the secret police 
from destroying the mountains of secret surveillance files. 

Initially the Committee’s task, as seen by founder Tobias Hollitzer, 
was to “reveal  the machinations of the Stasi” and the Committee 
hoped  that  “their  work  contributes  towards  better  understanding 
between West  and  East,  because  it  perhaps  explains  why former 
GDR citizens are so different.” Today, the museum describes its task 
as  “constantly  recalling  the  achievements  of  the  peaceful 
revolution”,  clearly  conscious  of  the  need  to  preserve  fragile 
memories. A continuing political engagement exists to this day, with 
the  museum committed  to  campaigning  for  moderate  democratic 
politics, hostile to both the far right and far left. 

A very informative museum, it is run by those who were persecuted 
by  the  Stasi,  and  thus  it  is  hardly  surprising  that  the  museum 

presents  its  material  not  as  gimmicky nostalgia  or  curiosity,  but  as  evidence  of  a  concrete,  tangible  and  
repressive totalitarian state. Of particular interest to us were objects such as a fifteen year old child’s essay on 
the faults of the GDR (which landed both the child and the school in serious trouble with the state), as well as a 
collection  of  wigs,  prosthetic  noses  and  other  disguises  used  by 
secret  policemen,  alongside  notes  on  the  terror  and  executions 
carried out by the Stasi and SED. 

Unique amongst the museums we visited, there was no restaurant or 
gift  shop save  for  a  selection  of  books  on  the  subject,  probably 
explained by the fact that this was the only volunteer-run, not-for-
profit institution we found. The clear agenda is evident in many of 
its exhibits and information panels, which were often very explicit 
about the museum’s stance: “The Ministry for State Security was an 
instrument of terror of the SED (Socialist Unity Party of Germany) 
and it was in many aspects a criminal organisation”. Indeed, Leipzig 
was home to the execution facilities of the GDR.

There  is  a  creeping  sense  walking  down  the  chillingly  banal 
corridors of power, and it is easy to understand how the volunteers, 
formerly persecuted by officials who have generally got away scot-
free have developed a sense of paranoia. For example, the museum 
claims  that  an  association  of  former  “Stasi  and  SED comrades” 
called the Society for Human and Civil  Rights is merely “one of 
many  organisations  of  former  power-holders,  who  have  already 
formed a great spider’s web over our country.”
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Personal Memory

Café owner in Mitte, Berlin

Our  hostel  in  Berlin  was  located near  to  the  Zionskirche church,  an  important  seat  of  opposition  to  the 
communist regime under the leadership of local protestant priests. After exploring the church, we settled down 
in a café on the quiet square outside. As it was quiet we were soon chatting with the owner in his late forties.  
Looking around the leafy Berlin quarter of Mitte, the old centre of East Berlin, it was evident that much had 
changed in the last twenty years. We mentioned to him that it was for us difficult to reconcile the thoroughly  
cosmopolitan and colourful streets we saw in front of us with the image of grey austerity we imagined the 
GDR to be. Our host told us that as the east of the city opened up to commercial enterprise and the tourist  
trade,  rent  prices  had  steadily  increased,  driving  former-GDR residents  to  the  edges  of  the  city.  Indeed,  
amongst the young, multinational throngs there appeared to be very few surviving residents of the sweeping 
changes brought about by reunification and increased international integration.

That said, the more entrepreneurial East Berliners had been able to profit from new waves of tenants – the café  
owner  now owned the entire block of flats above the café. He seemed relaxed about his new neighbours and,  
pointing to the pleasant square, the Italian coffee machine in the corner and the chattering group of Spanish  
tourists outside, indicated that integration with the West had brought its own rewards. Besides, he said, now he  
didn’t have to worry what he said in front of his neighbours. Apparently it had turned out after the fall of the  
Wall that one of them had been a Stasi Mitarbeiter, an informant to the secret police. Intrigued, we asked what 
had happened to this man after this came out. Our host merely shrugged.

Asked what people did in their free time in the GDR, he told us about the Frei Körper Kultur (FKK), a nudist  
organisation which had been enormously popular in East Germany, even warranting exposure in the DDR 
Museum. He went on to say that partially as a result of this, sexism and sexualisation of women had been less  
of a problem than it is today as a result of aggressive and sexually explicit advertising. He also claimed that,  
although the hippy movement and free love had never really been allowed by the authorities to develop in the  
East, women’s sex lives in particular had been more emancipated and subject to less scrutiny than today. We  
were slightly confused by this, as we had read in one of the museums that promiscuous youths were sent to  
correctional facilities for immorality. He laughed at this and asked where we’d seen it, claiming he had never  
heard of anything like that. Interesting and plausible though his account seemed, we took it with a pinch of salt  
given the uniqueness of his anecdotes.  

Worker at 'Trabant Safari', Berlin

Near  Checkpoint  Charlie  we  came  across  this  rather 
intriguing  sight,  which  turned  out  to  be  a  so-called 
'Trabi Safari'. As mentioned earlier the Trabant was the 
GDR car. Stopping to talk to a 'Trabi Safari' employee 
in her mid-twenties on a cigarette break, we asked her 
whether many Germans take the 'safari'. Very few, she 
said, indicating it was largely foreign tourists.

Although she did not seem overly keen to talk to us we 
did  manage  to  question  her  briefly  about  'Ostalgie'. 
Ostalgie  is  a  play  on  the  German  words  'Ost'  and 
'Nostalgie'  –  a  nostalgia  for  the  GDR.  We asked  her 
whether it constituted a genuine longing for the “good 
old  days”.  She  said  she  was  probably  too  young  to 
know and personally just found the cars cool, but also 

suggested it had to do with the fact that old people, including her grandparents, had found the transition to a 
capitalist economy difficult. 
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It seems then there are at least two different kinds of “Ostalgie”. One is that found amongst thirty- and forty-
somethings, a rose-tinted view of childhood in the East and certain touchstones of GDR culture like the Trabi  
and  old  television  programmes.  The  other  is  amongst  their  parents’ generation,  a  genuine  feeling  that  
something was lost in  reunification,  reinforced by negative experiences with the uncertainties of life in a  
marketised and globalised capitalist system.  In particular, job security was a treasured aspect of life in the  
GDR and time and again in museums we saw documentary evidence that on the cusp of reunification, many  
GDR citizens were worried about job prospects in a market economy. 

Anna, picked Sam up hitchhiking near Marienborn 

On the way back from the museum at Marienborn, Sam was in somewhat of a rush to make the train and so  
threw up his thumb to try and catch a lift back to the station. Fortunately, a woman called Anna picked him up. 
Using his somewhat rusty German, it transpired that she was a local resident, and that her parents had been 
directly employed by the installation at Marienborn, in catering and secretarial roles. She remarked how that  
since reunification these jobs had obviously gone, and as such a small, localised depression befell the area,  
with workers having to look further afield for labour. Her own experiences of the crossing were limited, being  
young at the time. 

Rainer Kleff, playing chess in a park in Fulda

Arriving in Fulda one evening, we set out to explore the baroque 
town that  used to be on the Cold War’s front  line.  Now that  the 
threat of all-out war no longer loomed over the town, it seemed to 
be prospering as a  quiet  holiday location in  the country.  Playing 
chess on the grass in the park during the evening, we struck up a 
conversation with an old man who came to observe the game (and 
occasionally lambast Matt for making a dull-witted move).  Hardly 
before we had explained our project and desire to find out about life 
during the Cold War, Rainer Kleff began telling us his life story. 

Kleff  was  born  in  the  Sudetenland  in  what  is  today  the  Czech 
Republic,  an  ethnic  German.  Fleeing  the  advancing  Russians  in 
1945 Kleff’s  family found work in  the industrial  Ruhr region of 
West Germany. After a fairly successful carrier as a line manager in 
an electrics factory, Kleff retired in the late eighties and soon after 
the fall of the wall moved to Fulda with his wife. He explained that 
they had often holidayed in the region during the Cold War, but felt 
too threatened by the large troop presence and the possibility of a  
“hot war” to linger for too long. He was thus rather symptomatic of 
Fulda’s changing fortunes – once on the very front line of the Cold 
War,  today  it  is  a  relatively  prosperous  rural  idyll  in  central 
Germany. Kleff told us he had visited his ancestral home near Troppau (today Opava, Czech Republic) twice  
since the fall of the wall out of curiosity, but there had been very little he recognised and no-one he knew there. 
Nonetheless he said, he was relieved that “all that is over now”. 

Bus driver on the way from Hünfeld to Point Alpha

Finding ourselves the only passengers on the bus from Hünfeld to the little village of Rasdorf near the Point  
Alpha museum, we were bold enough to strike up a conversation with the rather formidable-looking driver.  
Despite being initially somewhat reticent to discuss the sweeping changes of the last twenty-odd years, he  
gradually  grew  into  the  role  of  impromptu  tour-guide  on  the  35  minute  amble  through  the  picturesque  
countryside. He pointed out such sights as the hamlet of Neuwirtshaus where apparently many former Soviet  
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border soldiers had settled down permanently in the 1990s. 

It  soon turned  out  our  driver  himself  (in  his  mid-sixties)  had 
grown up in Geisa in the East, where he had also driven buses. 
While he admitted that West Germans had had access to more 
material  things,  he  insisted  that  life  in  the  GDR had  been  a 
simpler  and  more  honest  one.  He  revealed  that  the  state  had 
provided public  transport  for  free in some cases, although the 
GDR buses had tended to break down more frequently. He also 
unconsciously  demonstrated  the  lasting  impact  and  legacy  of 
GDR  propaganda,  informing  us  that  there  had  been  less 
criminality in East Germany than West (or reunified) Germany. 
One of the central tenets of the socialist state was the pretence 
that  there  was  little  or  no  crime  in  the  “classless  society”  – 
although crime figures were often manipulated.

Although he admitted that many in the region had feared a “hot war” on their doorstep, and that the large troop  
presence had been unnerving, he seemed somewhat embittered by the manner in which reunification occurred.  
During a chat about football, we steered the conversation towards Roman Abramovich, the owner of Chelsea 
FC, and our driver immediately denounced him as a criminal who had got rich off the backs of exploited 
countrymen in the 1990s. We then asked if anything similar had happened in his region during the sale of state  
assets  and  reunification.  He  claimed  there  had  been  plenty  of  ruthless  businessmen  who  had  won  large 
reconstruction contracts after the fall of the Wall, and who had misappropriated funds earmarked for ordinary 
East Germans. 

Moreover, he asserted that people had been evicted from state-owned buildings when they were sold off, as  
they were unable to pay the rent. Our notion that job security (or lack thereof) has played an important role in 
the  attitudes  of  East  Germans  to  the  new state  was 
confirmed  when  he  mentioned  that  during  the 
communist era there was nearly full employment, but 
since  reunification  the  jobs  had  disappeared.  Many 
young  people  had  emigrated  to  look  for  work, 
including his son who went to Bern, Switzerland.

As  he  broadly  seemed  to  have  supported  the  East 
German state, we asked rather warily if he had known 
any dissidents. He said in all his time in the GDR he 
knew of just  one person who had openly defied  the 
regime. A father of one of his childhood friends had a 
stubborn streak and had refused to join an agricultural 
cooperative  in  the  1960s.  Judged  “politically 
unreliable” the family was compelled to  move away 
from the border region, and our driver never saw his 
friend again.

Skinheads in Leipzig 

A rather unpleasant encounter with a group of right-wing skinheads in Leipzig is worth briefly reciting, as it  
does in fact reveal an emerging trend in Saxony in the former GDR during the last twenty years. Sitting on a 
park bench outside of the central train station, we were approached by a rowdy group of skinheads who sat  
down around us and began to howl  anti-Antifa  songs.  Interrogating us as  to  where  we came from, (and 
establishing, crucially for them and fortunately for us, that we were not from Poland) they tried to cajole us  
into joining them on a night out. The sight of their jackets, with a motif reading “Reds Beware!” and a hand  
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holding a pistol printed underneath made us somewhat disinclined to do so. Inquiries made with a receptionist 
at the hostel revealed that Leipzig (and Saxony) more generally has witnessed a growing surge in far-right  
activity in the last 15 years – a phenomenon impossible to imagine during the draconian, avowedly anti-fascist  
East German regime.

Jürgen Graf, party in Berlin

Returning briefly to Berlin, we attended a party which a friend of ours assured us would be attended by the 
kind of people who had recently populated Berlin from all over the world, and we were not disappointed. One  
chap we ended up speaking to at length was Jürgen Graf, originally from near the Swiss border. He told us that, 
despite growing up in the late eighties in West Germany, the East German state had never really feature on his  
radar; it seemed so alien and irrelevant. This pointed towards our hunch that the Iron Curtain’s legacy is largely 
dependent on generation as well as nationality. Interestingly, Jürgen also expressed satisfaction that Germany 
had experienced such a chaotic century, claiming that it had helped forge a more balanced view of the present.  
Indeed, he considered a unified Germany as a key part of his national identity as well as a strong attachment to 
Europe. 

Reflections

Berlin had a vast array of museums dedicated to Germany’s Cold War history – a plethora of institutions,  
foundations, research institutes, museums, tourist attractions, monuments and memorials, not all of which we  
had time to visit. Indeed 'coming to terms' with the German past seems to be a veritable industry in Berlin.  
Many are state-run (Stasi Museum, BStU, Gedenkstätte und Dokumentationszentrum Berliner Mauer) as well 
as those run largely for tourists on commercial basis (DDR Museum, Haus am Checkpoint Charlie). The state  
clearly  plays  a  large  role  in  establishing  an  official  culture  of  remembrance  in  Germany;  the  Federal 
Foundation for Processing the GDR Dictatorship has undertaken more than 2,400 projects across Germany 
since 1998 and spent more than 34 million Euros. 

Overall, our impression was that the official narrative in these museums presented the GDR as an historical  
relic detached from any meaningful connection with the German present. It seemed like a fairly blatant attempt 
to write off the GDR, demonise its supporters and sanctify its detractors. Generally, the museums were all  
implacably hostile to the former GDR and glorified a probably exaggerated resistance movement. In the BStU 
Stasi exhibition, for example, special booths had been erected, each dedicated to one particularly outstanding 
individual who had fought the socialist system. It seemed fairly clear on whose side the state-run museum was 
on: “Although she was kept under intensive observation by the State Security until 1989, Gabriele Stötzer  
always managed to find news way to side-step the restrictions imposed on artists by the state authorities.”

Through this method of generalisation and oversimplification, this kind of narrative was able to implicitly 
legitimise its  alternative,  the Federal  Republic  of  Germany, which since 1949 has claimed to be the sole  
legitimate representative of the German people. Now, the GDR was clearly a repressive, totalitarian state, but it 
to dismiss it as a mere historical curiosity is to overlook the real support the GDR enjoyed up until its final  
days. Even the political forces who brought down the GDR from inside – above all the Neues Forum – did not  
want reunification with West Germany, but rather a “reformed socialism”, evidenced by huge support in the 
form of a petition with one million signatures. This information, gleaned from discussions with Dr Stephan 
Wolle  (director  of  the DDR Museum and Federal  Foundation for  Processing  the GDR Dictatorship)  was 
largely absent in the official  institutions and museums we visited.  Another point  of note was  the lack of  
information about reunification; it seemed that a very clear line had been drawn between the divided past and 
the united present. 

In  fact,  the  only  continuity  drawn  between  the  past  and  the  present  was  the  one  boldly  (and  arguably  
incorrectly) made between the objectives of the protesters of 1953 and 1989 and the raison d’être of the current 
German  state.  At  the  Denkmal  für  die  Ereignisse  des  siebzehnten  Juni  Neunzehnhundertdreiundfünfzig 
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(Memorial for the Events of the 17th June 1953) the state-sponsored narrative is that the protests of 1989 
successfully accomplished what the protestors of the 17th June 1953 protest had been hoping for: “German 
unity, peace, freedom, democracy and economic-wellbeing.” This implicitly implies that the GDR had been 
unable to provide any of these and was therefore not a legitimate state. This exhibition states in a section 
entitled Erinnerung als Auftrag (Remembrance as Obligation) – that the failed revolution of 1953:

“must be established as a central feature in the German culture of remembrance as a part of our 
history of freedom [Freiheitsgeschichte].  This exhibition about the GDR people’s uprising of 
17th June 1953 wants to remember the brave men and women who went onto the streets in the 
GDR for freedom, democracy and German unity.”

It is our impression, that  despite the fact,  or indeed perhaps because of it,  that a large proportion of East  
German citizens were not implacably opposed to the GDR – something borne out in our conversations with  
people – the new, reunified German state is incredibly anxious to delegitimise the GDR, or any other potential  
alternatives to the Federal Republic, which since 1949 has claimed to be the sole legitimate representative of  
the German people. To this end historians have joined the centrist political establishment in creating an official 
narrative in which the GDR is depicted as entirely 'bad', and dismissing rival contentions from those who lived 
through it.  

Almost without exception the GDR was presented as the 'other' which was wrong, strange and criminal, but no 
attempt was made to explain in any of the museums how teething problems of integration have been worked 
out. In all of them, the narrative ended in 1989 with the defeat of the GDR by an heroic opposition. The fact  
that this opposition actually did not want to join the FRG and wanted internal reforms was alluded to only  
once, in the Tränenpalast. 

This narrative was difficult to reconcile with what we heard first hand from several former GDR citizens. Even 
the head of the DDR Museum himself, Dr Stephan Wolle (a former GDR citizen), told us there were to be 
things he had liked about life under communism – despite being expelled from the Humboldt University in  
1972 for “intellectual arrogance”. He told us this was reflected by many former GDR citizens who donated 
their possessions and stories to the museum to show West Germans and tourists that “it wasn’t so bad in the 
East”. They were eager, Wolle told us, to show that they had not simply been automatons following orders but 
intelligent,  sentient  beings,  who realised that  there  were problems in their  state,  but  also that  it  could be 
improved and the west was by no means a perfect template. The problem, we noted, was that this desire on the  
part of the former GDR citizens was not honoured by the museum, which presented their possessions and 
stories as curiosities from an alien system.
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Socialist realist mural from the 1950s, painted over several years by Max Lingner and entitled Aufbau der  
Republik (Construction of the Republic). Painted on the wall of what was then an East German government  
building, and is now the Federal Finance Ministry
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Czech Republic and Slovakia

Country Profiles

Slovakia claims to be the only country to have communism brought or imposed on it from the West – in 1946 
the  Czech  region  of  Czechoslovakia  voted  for  the  Communist  Party  while  the  Slovaks  voted  for  the  
Democratic  Party,  with  the  communists  eventually  triumphing  and  taking  overall  control.  (Conversely,  
Bratislava was chosen to be the modern, architecturally-socialist city within Czechoslovakia and as such was 
purged of many buildings of cultural and historical value, unlike its counterpart Prague which was designated  
to retain its classical past.) Distinctly illiberal in its outlook save for the brief interlude of the Prague Spring in  
1968, which led to a Soviet invasion to restore orthodoxy, an intrusive and pervasive state dominated the  
private sphere as with many countries under Soviet influence. In an effort to lessen the disparity between the 
Czech and Slovak regions, in 1968 the country was federalised even though a strong, centralised system of  
economic planning remained. Living standards gradually started to rise thanks to increased industrial output, 
which alongside the  black market  kept  dissent  at  manageable  levels.  However,  throughout  the 1980s  the 
economy again posed difficulties to the Czechoslovak authorities, as did Gorbachev’s reforms which were 
anathema to much of the apparatchik.

In November 1989, the ‘Velvet Revolution’ culminated with the resignation of the Communist Party leadership 
and promises to disregard its control of the state. Massive nonviolent demonstrations beginning in Bratislava  
comprising dissidents,  workers  and  students  forced  the hand of  the  Party,  eventually  bringing  about  free 
elections in 1990.  In 1993,  the ‘Velvet  Divorce’ saw the amicable  dissolution of Czechoslovakia  and the 
creation of modern Czech Republic and Slovakia. Today, both countries are members of the European Union 
and NATO, although only Slovakia is part of the Eurozone. Development in the Czech Republic has been 
promising, and as such has been declared a ‘developed country’ by the World Bank, the first Eastern Bloc  
country to achieve such a level. Close ties with both Europe and the United States have resulted in Prague  
being  the  signing  venue  for  a  nuclear  disarmament  treaty  between  the  U.S.  and  Russia  2010.  While 
conservative politics seem to be in vogue, far left political parties still feature in Czech political life. Slovakia,  
on the other  hand, continues to  favour social  democratic politics  and enjoys high levels of foreign direct  
investment, although still has a lower GDP per capita than its Czech neighbour.

Czech Institutional Memory

Museum of Communism, Prague, Czech Republic

This private institution is aptly situated above McDonald’s and next 
to a casino, rather fitting given its commercial bent and particular 
view of past events. As with Runde Ecke in Leipzig, the museum 
had a clear agenda which did not reflect kindly on communism, but 
it  did  so  for  profit  rather  than  the  preservation  of  memory.  For 
instance, in Leipzig one could purchase books and pamphlets on the 
Stasi; at the Museum of Communism posters and mugs with cheap 
slogans  were  par  for  the  course,  interspersed  with  the  actual 
artefacts  and  information,  managing  to  blur  reality  with  cheap 
tourist  souvenirs.  To  its  credit,  the  museum did  have  interesting 
takes on certain issues, such as the Velvet Revolution and the Prague 
Spring,  although  this  served  the  celebration  of  resistance  culture 
while overlooking collaboration and support for communist politics 
and economics. On reading that in the 2002 election as many as 20 
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per cent of the electorate voted for the hard-line communist party, a full 8 per cent more than in the first free 
elections in 1990, we asked the curator why that might be the case. She posited that it was largely the older  
generation who were disgruntled with the pace and direction of change.

Czech Personal Memory

Unnamed man in tram, Prague

On the tram we spoke to a local man who helped us with the complicated Prague tram network, explaining in  
the process that modernisation was an ongoing feature of the city, which was receiving the lion’s share of  
investment to the detriment of more rural regions.

Middle-aged man on train to Gmünd, Austria

On one of the trains meandering through the Czech countryside from Prague to Gmünd, a middle-aged man 
heard  us  speaking  to  each  other  and  interjected  with  broken  English.  A  few  short  introductions  and 
explanations later, it transpired that he was a construction worker and was much relieved about the fall of the  
Iron Curtain. More work had come about (in direct contrast to the German experiences of the bus driver in  
Point Alpha), although this necessitated moving around the country to complete projects.

Reflections on Czech Memory and Legacy

Throughout our brief interlude in the Czech Republic it seemed as if the country was trying to forget its recent 
history, markedly different to the German approach of demonising the GDR in order to legitimise the current  
government. A thriving tourist market seeks to capitalise off Prague’s visible medieval and classical history 
and buoyant nightlife, rather than its darker and more austere brush with communism. What little there was in  
the way of institutional representation of the past was coloured by commercialism, neatly processed in one  
easy-to-miss museum. The few people we were able to speak with (language proved problematic) commented 
on investment and regeneration, even when conversation was nudged in the direction of communism. Casting  
their minds back to a less prosperous time did not seem to be among their greatest concerns, leaving the role of  
guardian of the past to a commercial enterprise which sought to transform Czechoslovakia’s communist past 
into a farcical relic, devoid of contemporary relevance. 

Slovak Institutional Memory

Bratislava City Museum, Bratislava, Slovakia

Bratislava  City  Museum  is  actually  a  collection  of  eleven  smaller  museums  grouped  under  one  label.  
(Unwittingly we initially visited the clock museum, where our question about the effects of communism on 
formerly ornate watchmaking was met with incomprehension.) The principal museum is based in the old town 
hall, where a special exhibition was celebrating twenty years since the mutual separation of Slovakia and the  
Czech Republic. Rather than analysing the transition or the more difficult aspects of life in Slovakia, this  
installation sought to declare that Bratislava was ‘open for business’, showcasing its transport links, industry 
and  all-round  pleasantness.  Elsewhere,  a  collection  of  photographs  by  Karol  Kállay  demonstrated  the 
comparatively influential role of religion during the communist era, an example of the Church playing an  
interesting role in communist society, as in Poland escaping many of the stifling effects of atheist rule.

Memorial Arch, Devin, Bratislava, Slovakia

Devin lies on the outskirts of Bratislava and is temptingly close to Austria – a mere forty metre swim across 
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the Danube. The area was thus heavily guarded, even getting permission to visit the town was difficult. We  
visited the memorial arch which stands a few metres from the river,  bearing the names of more than one  
hundred unsuccessful defectors, shot during their attempt to escape. The concrete arch is symbolically riddled  
with  bullet  holes  and  also  details  some  startling  statistics  from  the  era:  there  were  more  than  180,000 
successful escapees from the country; 80,000 people were imprisoned for their attempts; 20,000 sent to gulags;  
and 2.2 million deported from the country against their will. 

Slovak Personal Memory

Lucia, Bratislava Tour Guide

Despite our gloomy predictions that the guide would be preoccupied with the miniature baroque city centre  
and castle, our guide Lucia had a passion for the history of Bratislava since 1945. One of the first communist 
related curiosities  she  talked about was  the suburb  of  Petržalka across the river,  the largest  collection of  
prefabricated tower blocks in Central Europe. Despite being gaily painted since 1989, the visible manifestation 
of the communist era stood in stark, depressing contrast to the grandeur of Vienna, a mere sixty kilometres  
upriver.

Walking past St. Martin’s Cathedral we couldn’t help but wonder at the large motorway running next to the 
building.  Lucia  explained  that  the  Czech-dominated  communist  government  had determined in  1972 that  
Prague was to be maintained as a pristine example of medieval architecture and Bratislava, the second city of  
Czechoslovakia, was to become the vanguard of modernism. The authorities thus levelled half the old town  
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and the entire old Jewish quarter and synagogues, despite significant protests, to make way for socialist realist 
architecture, in keeping with policy.

This was further evidenced by the Slavin memorial and the monument commemorating the Soviet liberation of 
the city – a sturdy Soviet soldier standing triumphant in front of two cowed Slovak women, heads bowed. 
Despite this, Lucia assured us that Slovakia today enjoys friendly relations with both Russia and the Czech 
republic, though interestingly not with Hungary.

Slovakia also has several claims to fame in the  history 
of Czechoslovak resistance to communism, somewhat 
neglected in the West. First, the chief liberaliser in the 
Czechoslovak  Communist  Party  during  the  Prague 
Spring  of  1968  was  Alexander  Dubček,  himself  a 
Slovak.  Something  of  a  national  hero,  streets  were 
named after him reminiscent of Poland’s affinity with 
Solidarity.  Second, many of the photos  taken during 
the Prague Spring are mistakenly (and understandably) 
attributed to Prague, but actually document events in 
Bratislava, notably the famous image of a man defying 
a tank, baring his chest at the muzzle of the gun. This 
particular  photograph  was  smuggled  out  of 
Czechoslovakia  by  Austrian  tourists  during  the 
uprising.  Third,  the  Velvet  Revolution  began, 

according to Lucia, not in Prague as is commonly held, but a day earlier in Bratislava. People from across  
Slovakia  descended on the city,  gathering in  the Slovak National  Uprising Square (Námestie Slovenského 
Národného Povstania) and jingling keys to symbolise opening a door to democracy. Interestingly, this jingling 
of keys in the square was also used to express grief upon 2011’s infamous plane crash, in which numerous  
professional ice hockey players were killed.

Despite  the  high  expectations,  Lucia  confirmed  what  we  had  heard 
elsewhere – the first few years after communism had been very difficult, 
and many older people in Slovakia to this day still long for a return to 
the communist system. The Slovak government today is held by many to 
be corrupt.  Although Slovakia is developing, progress is limited outside 
of the capital. In eastern parts of the country wages can be as little as 200 
euros a month and unemployment as high as 60 per cent. In the socialist 
state, people had little need of large savings; education, welfare, public 
transport, health care and housing were available to all. Older people in 
particular found it very difficult to adjust and many found themselves 
homeless  during  the  transitional  period,  destitute  and  living  on  the 
streets.

Jerome Mayaud, Traveller

Jerome, with whom we shared a hostel dormitory, had been travelling 
around eastern Slovakia and elsewhere in the region, and pointed to the 
near-feudalistic  conditions  in  particularly  the  more  remote  areas.  It 
would seem that the further one is away from the Iron Curtain itself, the 
longer it takes for liberal capitalist democracy’s tentacles to spread.
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Tomáš,   Barkeep in Bratislava   

In his mid-thirties, Tomáš told us that it was above all a younger generation of Slovaks who had objected to the 
repressive nature  of  the  communist  state  in  the  1980s.  The  youth  today  are  nonetheless  disillusioned  by  
widespread political corruption of the post-Cold War era and the fact that since 1989 many ex-communist  
politicians simply re-invented themselves as “democrats”.  He confirmed that  his  parents’ generation were 
especially cynical about “democracy” and had preferred the certainties of life under communist rule. This was  
despite that on a more personal level his mother’s family had been persecuted by the communist regime after a 
relative made a failed escape attempt to Austria in the 1960s. 

There  was  also,  he  claimed,  a  darker  side  to  the  end  of  communist  rule.  Many  prominent  activists  and 
liberalisers, amongst them Dubček, died in suspiciously similar car crashes which some Slovaks are convinced  
were  organised  assassinations  by  former  (and  existing)  members  of  the  state  security  forces.  These  are  
chillingly similar fates to that of Hans Plüschke in Germany, a former West German border guard who shot and 
killed an East  German border guard,  Rudi  Arnstadt.  Plüschke was murdered in  1998,  suffering the same 
gunshot to the right eye that killed Arnstadt, thirty-six years later. 

Reflections on Slovakian Memory and Legacy 

We were able to gain a much greater understanding of the situation in Slovakia as opposed to the Czech 
Republic, largely due to the greater time we were able to spend in the country. Institutionally, the focus appears 
to be very much on the future as part of an integrated Europe, characterised by positive relations with many of 
its neighbours. When casting an eye to the past, it is done in the form of sombre remembrance of the dead and  
the disappeared, rather than vilification and defamation of the old regime. In a city so harassed by the forces of  
communism, such maturity in outlook is refreshing, although by primarily mourning loss of life much of the 
history of Czechoslovakia has been consigned to the history books, away from the public gaze. Whether this is  
for better or worse is hard to say. The hopes and dreams of a new start following the fall of the Iron Curtain  
were dashed with economic hardship and uncertainty; the harsh architectural and personal reminders of life  
under communist rule probably suffice for the majority of the population. For the younger generations, though, 
this memory is passed down through older relatives in the form of anecdote and folklore – as lived experience  
slips away, how Slovakia deals with its turbulent past will be a point of interest.
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Austria

Country Profile

Austria enjoyed a curious position during the Cold War. Situated on the cusp of the Iron Curtain, much like 
Germany it was under occupation following the end of the Second World War. This stewardship by the Soviets, 
Americans, British and French lasted for ten years, with the capital Vienna being administered in a similar  
fashion to Berlin, immersed in the Soviet sphere but divided between the victorious powers and with a separate 
international sector. To counter Soviet dominance, much media support and economic assistance in the guise of 
Marshall Plan aid came from the United States. In 1955, following the end of the occupation, a policy of  
neutrality in foreign affairs was established, with a strong focus on democratic politics at home. After the fall  
of the Iron Curtain, Austria was finally able to enter the European Union, doing so in 1995. Its precarious  
geopolitical situation had necessitated its refraining from greater European participation, but today it is fully 
immersed in the European project and wider world, with key international bodies such as the International 
Atomic Energy Agency calling Vienna their home. Economically prosperous, its success and development is  
all  the more distinct  when compared with neighbouring Slovakia,  its  capital  Bratislava being around one  
hour’s drive from Vienna.

Institutional Memory

Demokratieforum Schauplatz Eiserner Vorhang Installation, Schloss Weitra, Weitra

A pleasing old castle in a quiet town with an exhibition on the Iron Curtain, as well as galleries about optical  
illusions  and  local  beer  making.  A comprehensive  installation,  what  shone  through  was  a  more  critical 
approach of both East and West, providing much needed balance. Austria’s relative neutrality throughout the  
period  was  complimented  by  a  more  subtle  and  nuanced  foreign  policy,  which  sought  to  avoid  direct  
confrontation and tension, instead being reliant on NATO support and diplomacy should tensions flare. This 

was  evident  in  both state and ecclesiastical  practice, 
with free travel and cultural support being offered to 
citizens  behind  the  curtain  alongside  church 
penetration  of  closed-off  states,  particularly  by  the 
Cardinal  Archbishop of Vienna,  Franz König,  which 
helped  in  ending  the  isolation  of  the  Church  in 
communist  countries.  Attention  was  also  given  to 
issues not touched upon in German museums such as 
strong  anti-German  sentiment  following  the  war, 
something  this  particular  exhibition  was  able  to  do 
thanks  largely  to  its  geographical  location.  A final 
point of note was how important the end of the Cold 
War was to Austria in terms of its accession to the EU 
in  1995.  Its  precarious  position  during  much  of  the 
twentieth  century  called  for  caution  in  terms  of 
international politics and relations, and only following 
the  demise  of  the  Soviet  system  was  it  truly 
appropriate to commit to the European project.
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Reflections

As was so often the case with our project, we found that we had inadequate time to fully engage with Austria’s  
history, and due to a severe regional accent discovered that Matt’s German was unable to cut through to discuss 
the issues at hand on a more personal level. Indeed, much of Austria’s visible history revels in its imperial 
grandeur, rather than the gritty, espionage-ridden era of occupation. With less of a need to celebrate burgeoning 
European involvement and citizenship compared with its neighbouring countries, most of which experienced 
the twentieth century under the Soviet thumb, a blend of neutrality and an integrated, modern, functioning state 
shone through. Recent political developments, namely an electoral rejection earlier in 2013 of the far right  
politics espoused by Jörg Haider, suggest that the balanced approach to politics and foreign policy in Austria is 
due to continue, with the spectre of communism no more than a fleeting shadow. 
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Hungary

Country Profile

Following the end of the Second World War, Hungary, as with other countries in similar situations, quickly 
developed into a Soviet satellite state under the pretence of a democratic mandate, displaying many of the 
typical characteristics of communist-controlled social and political life. In the years after the war, upward of  
half a million Hungarians were deported to labour camps in a series of political purges, with death being the  
ultimate destination for over 200,000. A deteriorating standard of living combined with political contempt led 
to the 1956 uprising, which was brutally suppressed by Soviet forces at terrible cost to the population. A new 
round of purges followed, resulting in political dissenters being imprisoned or liquidated at the behest of the  
Soviet Union. However, an acknowledgement of the precarious nature of Hungarian involvement within the 
Warsaw Pact saw a comparatively liberalised and free society emerge, with a more muted (yet still feared)  
security apparatus than in other Eastern Bloc countries.

In 1989, demonstrating the spirit  of the time, democratic reforms initiated by the government were seized 
upon,  with large protests  sweeping  the capital  and  in  the process  forcing the  communist  authorities  into  
dialogue with opposition leaders, comprising political parties, groups and unions from all ends of the spectrum. 
Communication with Gorbachev led to an official respect for Hungarian sovereignty and non-interference with 
domestic issues, with the last Soviet  troops leaving Hungarian soil in the summer of 1991. In May 1989,  
Hungary took the monumental  step of  dismantling its  barbed  wire  border  with  Austria,  the first  physical  
destruction of the Iron Curtain, a full six months before the infamous fall of the Berlin Wall. The first free 
elections occurred in March 1990, won by the centre-right Hungarian Democratic Forum. The shock transition  
to  a  market  economy and democratic  political  institutions  caused  an  initial  fall  in  living  standards,  with 
economic stagnation and inflation overriding themes. On a more personal level, according to the Food and 
Agriculture Organization calorie intake dropped over 400 calories between 1989 and 1996, from 3,765 to  
3,249 calories per person per day. (1989 levels of consumption have not been reached to this day.) In 2004,  
Hungary  joined  the  European  Union  with  overwhelming  support.  A  lurch  to  right-wing  nationalism 
characterises Hungarian politics, with strands of antisemitism, antiziganism and political crackdowns taking 
centre stage of late, although the Hungarian Socialist Party still enjoys considerable support.
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Institutional Memory

House of Terror, Budapest, Hungary

This museum, located on one of the main thoroughfares in Pest, promised an insight into the periods of fascist 
and communist rule under the Nazis and Arrow Cross Party, and the Soviets and the Hungarian Communist 
Party. It was atrocious, due more to the content and styling of the museum rather than the atrocities themselves. 
Dark,  industrial  music  pulsated  through the rooms in  which  displays  were  largely  replaced  with  screens  
showcasing interviews and troop marches, with precious little context given. The entire museum seemed keen 
to  promote  Hungarian nationalism,  paying little  attention  to  the role  of  Hungarians  involved in  the  state  
apparatus compared with the role of foreigners, all the while stressing the resistance to the Soviet-dominated 
system. Indeed, its mission promised to present the information concerning “compatriots” in a “digestible” 
manner,  and  the  museum  did  not  disappoint.  Towards  the  end  of  the  circuit,  a  list  of  all  Hungarian 
“victimisers” from the period, alive and dead, adorned the wall along with photos and dates of birth and, when  
appropriate, death. The seeming purpose of this monument to those guilty of having worked with the state 
through the communist era, aside from for shaming purposes, was demonstrated by a looping video in the 
lobby: “You can forgive but you can’t forget.” “No, you can’t forgive.”

Reflections

With less than eight hours to spend in Budapest, our insight into the country was always going to be with its  
limitations.  Flooding  also  proved  troublesome,  forcing  numerous  route  changes  to  avoid  inadvertently 
swimming in the Danube. The museum we visited, the House of Terror, mirrored much of the political climate  
that we had previously read about in its fervently nationalistic atmosphere. By seeking to criminalise the past it  
limited serious reflection on the period, instead turning it into a historical tragedy or a souvenir in the gift shop, 
where one could purchase a miniature bust of Stalin, no less. While Hungary’s politics continue down the 
nationalist track, it is unlikely that a more balanced and appropriate form of memory will emerge – even in the 
realm of culture, a recent New Yorker article notes how membership of the Hungarian Academy of Arts (which 
allocates much of the national budget) is dependent on “unambiguous national sentiment” according to its 
head, György Fekete. When culture and politics are constrained by coarse nationalism, prospects for reflection 
are arguably bleak. This seizing of culture for political ends is, of course, by no means new – the Congress for  
Cultural Freedom pushed an anti-communist agenda throughout the early Cold War, in efforts to counteract  
similar  Soviet  action.  More  pertinent  questions  would be to  analyse  from where this  renewed Hungarian 
nationalism has emerged, why it has taken such a dominant role in Hungarian institutions and practice, and 
what course is it looking to chart over the coming years. It could have dire ramifications on future presentation 
of the communist  era,  no doubt a  deeply unpleasant  time to many,  but  nevertheless  an important  part  of  
Hungary’s recent history. Only time will tell.
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The Former Yugoslavia: Serbia and Slovenia

Country Profiles

In order to gain a different perspective on Central European views of changes in the last two decades we 
travelled to two countries of the former Yugoslavia; Serbia and Slovenia. Churchill’s 1946 rhetoric about the  
Iron Curtain extending from Stettin to Trieste had implied that communist Yugoslavia under Marshall Josip 
Broz Tito was little more than a Soviet satellite. In the immediate post-war period, it did indeed seem likely  
that  Tito  would  come  under  Moscow’s  influence,  if  not  control.  As  early  as  1948,  however,  when  Tito 
definitively broke with Stalin, it became apparent that Yugoslavia was very much an autonomous socialist state  
and a regional power. 

Initially the Yugoslavian communists under Tito retained their hard-line stances and communist orthodoxy, but  
in  the  1950s  Yugoslavia  began  experimenting  with  independent  socialism  and  a  degree  of  economic 
liberalisation,  including  self-management  of  workers  in  state-owned  industries,  decentralisation,  and  an 
independent non-aligned foreign policy.  Tito even became the first  Secretary-General  of  the Non-Aligned 
Movement in 1961, and forged strong ties with Egypt, India, Ghana and Indonesia, as well as other third-world  
countries.  This centre-left and officially non-aligned stance enabled Yugoslavia to benefit from its strategic  
position between NATO and the Warsaw Pact, as it received financial support from the United States but also  
traded extensively with the East. 

In the market socialist economy, workers controlled production and the lion’s share of profits which were 
distributed amongst workers themselves. These economic reforms, aided by U.S. financial support, led to a 
booming economy from the 1960s to the 1980s with falling unemployment and a growing industrial sector, as  
well as rising wages and productivity. Literacy reached 90 per cent, medical care was provided by the state and  
life expectancy rose to seventy-two. 

Personal freedoms were also protected to a greater degree in Yugoslavia than elsewhere in Europe; the 1953 
“Basic Law” enshrined certain civil rights such as free associations of workers and Yugoslavians were free to  
travel widely. Nonetheless the UDBA (the secret police) were a feared implement of government control, the 
communists held a tight monopoly on power, media censorship was common, political adversaries were sent to 
labour camps and dissident exiles were assassinated. In spite of this, Yugoslavia remained a much more open 
society than most others in Central and Eastern Europe. 

After  Tito’s  death  in  1980,  things  began  to  unravel.  Liberalisers  like  Ante  Marković  lost  popularity  as 
privatisation was accompanied by rising unemployment and tensions between the Yugoslav republics mounted.  
Rising nationalism led to  a  split  in  which  a  liberal  faction in  Croatia  and  Slovenia  was  opposed  by the 
conservative-centralist faction dominated by Serbia. The end of the Cold War was also proved decisive. As  
Yugoslavia lost its strategic importance to both Moscow and Washington, it also lost Western economic and 
political support. The fall of communism in Eastern Europe also undermined the ideological legitimacy and  
coherence of the Yugoslav state, lending momentum to nationalist forces hostile to communism and Serbian 
centrism,  resulting  in  the  splintering  of  the  country  into  various  ethnic  factions.  Consequentially  a  Serb 
nationalist movement under Milosevic began to gain ground, taking power in Belgrade. The state was thus set  
for the genocidal civil wars of the 1990s. Milosevic grimly clung on to power despite war, civil war, internal  
dissent,  massive  international  pressure  and  even  a  NATO bombing campaign.  However,  in  2000 he  was 
accused of electoral fraud and eventually ousted as 500,000 demonstrators stormed the National Parliament. 

Serbia’s relations with and attitudes to the European Union have been highly problematic. The new democratic 
government under Zoran Đinđić announced its intention to join the EU, but the process has been difficult.  
Đinđić,  a  strong  supporter  of  EU integration,  was  assassinated  by  former  secret  policemen  still  loyal  to 
Milosevic, and who had strong ties to organised crime. Even today, when Serbia has candidate status for the 
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EU, the topic is highly controversial; most of the people we spoke to were vehemently against it. 

Slovenia, on the other hand, had until more recently enjoyed cordial relations with the EU. In 1992 the EU was 
the  first organisation to officially recognise the country as an independent state.  Slovenia joined as a full  
member in 2004, and was the first transition country to join the Eurozone in 2007. It was also the first post-
communist country to host the Presidency of the Council of the European Union. Nonetheless, Slovenia has 
suffered during the current economic crisis, its economy shrinking by 8 per cent in 2009. As the economy has 
suffered so too has support  for  the regime; there is a widespread disillusionment with political  elites and 
European financial institutions. We witnessed evidence of this in Ljubljana in the form of ongoing protest  
movements. The centre-right government under Janez Janša has blamed liberal media and the public sector for 
the poor financial situation, alleging them of being under the influence of members of the former communist  
regime. Janša claimed a damning report alleging governmental corruption was part of a larger communist plot  
attempting since 1983 to discredit him. 

Serbian Institutional Memory

Museum of Yugoslav History, Belgrade

We  had  hoped  for  some  kind  of  information  and 
reflection  about  Yugoslavia  and  Serbia’s  role  in  the 
Cold  War  world  and  its  immediate  aftermath  in  the 
Balkans. It seems though that much of this is still too 
raw and controversial as a result of the bitter conflicts 
of  the  1990s,  so  the  Museum  of  Yugoslav  History 
contains only safe and uncontroversial exhibits. When 
we  visited  the  only  collection  on  show  was  about 
Yugoslav power tools and the electronics industry in 
the 1960s and '70s. 

Tito’s Mausoleum: The House of Flowers, Belgrade 

In  the  vicinity  of  the  museum is  Tito’s  Mausoleum 
which even today serves as a shrine to the great man 
for many former Yugoslavians. On Tito’s birthday up 
to 10,000 people make the pilgrimage. The House of 
Flowers, as it is known, was Tito’s private garden and 
he was buried in it  on his request upon his death in 
1980.  There  is  a  permanent  exhibition  inside 
documenting “Relays of Youth” batons made for Tito’s 
birthday.  These  batons  were  brought  from  all  over 
Yugoslavia by hand in special  relays of adolescents. 
Apart  from  the  obvious  and  enduring  cult  of 
personality around Tito the most memorable thing in 
the  Museum  was  the  fact  that  someone  had 
intentionally scratched out Sarajevo on the large map 
of the former Yugoslavia next to the tomb. This seems 
to  be  testament  to  the  ongoing  animosity,  if  not 
outright  hatred, between some Serbians and Bosnian 
Muslims. 
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Serbian Personal Memory

Mu  seum assistant at Museum of Yugoslav History, Belgrade   

We questioned a young museum assistant about Tito’s legacy in Serbia today. She explained how Tito is still 
loved in the region by old and young alike. He is especially popular with older generations who grew up under 
his  leadership.  She  said  schools  today  placed  no  great  emphasis  on  Tito,  but  parents  confer  their  great 
admiration for the man on their children. 

Milanko – travelling companion on night train from Belgrade to Budapest

We had an interesting exchange with Milanko, a young Serbian architecture graduate we met on the night train 
to Budapest. Though born five years after Tito’s death, he spoke in glowing terms with undisguised admiration 
about Tito’s  humble origins and skilful  statesmanship.  This seemed to confirm what we were told by the 
museum  assistant  in  Belgrade.  It  seemed  that  the  generation  who  grew  up  under  Tito,  but  endured  the  
tumultuous  and  bloody years  of  the  late  1980s  –  2000,  idolised Tito.  This  nostalgia  rubbed off  on their  
children, creating an intergenerational notion of  Yugoslavia’s, and especially Serbia’s, “golden age”. Many 
Serbs believe passionately that not only did they enjoy greater stability under Tito, but were also materially  
better off. 

Milanko indicated this has concrete implications for current politics in Serbia. The older generation remember  
the chaos of privatisation and rising unemployment of the late 1980s under Marković, and as such are hostile 
to  the  sweeping  changes  EU membership  would  necessitate.  The  younger  generation  are  generally  more 
positive towards the EU but their parents 
cynicism  and  their  experiences  living 
under NATO bombing campaigns as late 
as 1999 have left an indelible mark, with 
Milanko  asserting  that  NATO  had 
intentionally  targeted  civilians.  Almost 
constant  conflict  during  the  1990s 
impoverished  Serbia,  and  many  young 
people  feel  that  EU membership  could 
entrench  existing  socio-economic 
divisions.  Hostility  towards  Roma  and 
Sinti appeared widespread even amongst 
highly educated individuals like Milanko. 
The  EU  would  be  likely  to  impose 
conditions  on  Serbia  to  improve  the 
terrible  conditions  these  people  live  in, 
which he seemed to think could cause a 
backlash if the Roma and Sinti were seen 
to  being  given  an  “advantage”  over 
Serbs. 

Milanko also commented on the strained relationships between the former Yugoslav states (understandable 
given recent history), as well as between Hungarian Hungarians and Serbian Hungarians, the former being  
resentful of the higher quality of life enjoyed by the latter. Hungarians in Serbia apparently did better under 
Tito than Hungarians  did under  Moscow’s  tutelage.  This  perhaps goes some way to  explain why Tito is  
remembered  favourably (even amongst  minorities  in  Serbia)  in  comparison with the  hard-line  communist 
Hungarian leader János Kádár.
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Illustration  28:  The  former  Yugoslav  Ministry  of  Defence,  Belgrade,  
destroyed by NATO airstrikes in 1999



Reflections on Serbian Memory and Legacy

Our impression was that the most important events in Serbia in the last thirty years were not the fall of the 
Berlin wall and Gorbachev’s reforms, but the death of Tito in 1980 and the subsequent collapse and bloody  
civil wars of the 1990s. 

These had a much greater impact on life in Serbia, but any kind of institutionalised attempt at remembrance or 
memorial is made problematic by the experience of Serb nationalism’s frustrated ambitions. At a sensitive  
political moment in Serb history, when it is trying to show itself deserving and capable of EU membership, 
official recollection of a popular alternative to liberal democracy (Tito’s one-party rule) or the painfully recent 
Balkan Wars  is  unwanted.  The result  is  that  even institutions with grand names such  as the  Museum of 
Yugoslav History contain little more than power tools and old TV sets. This is in many ways the inverse of the  
situation in Germany; in Serbia, history, memory and legacy are ignored by the state and left to the individual. 

Slovene Institutional Memory

National Museum of Contemporary History, Ljubljana

This  museum  gave  a  fairly  nuanced  account  of  the  communist  system’s  successes  but  also  failures; 
documenting how production increased in the 1980s, but rising inflation hurt ordinary people. It recounted 
how the  socialist  system enjoyed a  good deal  of  popularity  and  legitimacy  until  the  1980s  when  rising  
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Illustration 29: Neo-Nazi graffiti at the Red Star Belgrade football stadium



nationalist sentiment across the Balkans began to grow. 

Ljubljana City Museum,     Ljubljana  

Unfortunately, this museum offered little insight into life in the city 
during the communist era, focussing rather on the development and 
expansion of the town during the Roman and medieval periods. It 
did briefly discuss how by the 1980s despite some success under 
Tito’s market socialism, Slovenians felt that Yugoslavia was more of 
a ball chained to their ankle rather than a useful federation. 

Trg Republike, Ljubljana 

Trg  Republike  (Republic  Square)  was  where, in  June  1991, the 
newly  elected  president  Milan  Kučan  announced  Slovenia’s 
independence  from Yugoslavia  and a  rejection of  the communist 
one-party  system.  Despite  the  significance  of  this  event,  which 
triggered  the  collapse  of  Yugoslavia  and  subsequent  brutal  civil 
wars  in  the  Balkans  of  the  next  decade  (from  which  Slovenia 
emerged largely unscathed), the square is now a car park. The only 
memorials on the square commemorate the victory of the revolution 
of  1945-48,  crucially  not the  events  of  1989-91 which  we were 
hoping to find evidence of.

Reflections on Slovenian Memory and Legacy

Slovenia has a more developed institutionalised culture of remembrance about the communist era than Serbia. 
This is likely a result of the fact the transition from a communist republic in the Yugoslav federation to a 
Central European market economy was largely less disruptive than the other Yugoslav nations. Unlike the 
other former Yugoslav republics, Slovenia was able to leave the federation relatively bloodlessly – only around 
sixty people died in the Ten Day War which resulted in Slovene independence. Reflection is therefore not as 
painful as it is in Serbia. 

Slovenian official institutions and museums do not demonise communism as much as institutions in other  
countries (Germany, Czech Republic, Hungary) we visited, probably because their strand of 'communism' was 
not as malevolent. Nevertheless, the communist legacy is by no means cherished by the political establishment. 
After all, Slovenian politicians claim they have found the key to progress: membership of the European Union.  
This was emphasised in all official institutions and museums to be the teleological culmination of Slovenia’s  
success.

Interestingly we found that since the 2008 crash and subsequent recession in Slovenia, many of the people who 
oppose this government policy do so using the symbolism of the old Socialist Republic of Slovenia.  In this 
way,  folk memory  latches onto  the  past  to  legitimise  phenomena  in  the  present.  Trg  Republike still  has 
meaning and significance as marker of resistance to central authority amongst ordinary people; while we were 
there we noticed the OTPOR! clenched fist motif (from the Serbian resistance movement which finally toppled 
Milosevic in 2000), spray painted in the square itself as well as dotted around the city. 

Our hostel owner explained it was the rallying cry of various anti-capitalist groups holding a “Pan-Slovenian 
popular uprising”. It transpired that this was a rather bizarre alliance of old Tito-era communists and a younger 
generation of activists angered by the advances of neoliberalism. Since the Euro crisis  Trg Republike has 
increasingly  become  the  central  rallying  point  for  these  protests,  and  the  spray  paint  we  noticed  was 
publicising another upcoming protest.
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Illustration 30: Bust of Tito, Ljubljana City  
Museum  and  a  conspicuous  gap  in  the  
timeline



Slovenia then demonstrates the clearest and most open opposition of the official and rival popular narratives 
about  the  Cold War  era.  Unlike  in  other  countries  where the official  narrative  has  established discursive  
dominance, or in Serbia where there seems to be no real official narrative, this struggle is still being played out  
in Slovenia. 
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Italy

Italy's position in the Cold War was initially one of uncertainty, with strong support for the Italian Communist  
Party necessitating U.S. intervention to guarantee the 'correct' outcome during the 1948 elections. With Italy  
controlled by Christian Democrats, Marshall Aid flowed and Italy took a prominent role in the new Europe, 
being a founding member of the European Economic Community in 1957, the forerunner to the European 
Union. Economic fortunes swung dramatically over the following decades with the country a battleground for 
ideology, often marred by political violence, yet Italy never strayed towards the communist camp. 

Our stop in Trieste, as with Szczecin, was more for symbolic purposes as opposed to pertinence. After all, a  
short project examining the former Iron Curtain which stretched from Szczecin in the Baltic to Trieste in the  
Adriatic could hardly finish in Ljubljana or Venice. Trieste's historical curiosities relate far more to an older  
history, with the most contemporary of institutions focused on art dealing with resistance during the Second 
World War, no doubt interesting but not relevant to our project. As such, with our impending flights we were  
unable to experience much more than an enthusiastic tourist information guide.
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Summary

We had anticipated that generally the official and 'dominant' narrative would be that the fall of the Iron Curtain 
paved the way to modernisation in the shape of civil liberties and the free market. We believed that local rival 
narratives might assert, especially in rural areas, that the fall of communism led to mass unemployment and 
hardship, as stability was surrendered to the vagaries of the market. 

Institutional Representations of the Past

When evaluating our findings and the various narratives we encountered, several key fault lines emerge. First,  
there  was  as  anticipated,  a  more  nuanced  and  varied  popular  attitude  to  the  end  of  communism and its  
attendant  changes  in  Central  and  Eastern  Europe  than  official  sources  (history  books,  museums)  would 
suggest. There was, unsurprisingly, a greater breadth of experience and memory outside of the academy.

The second major difference we observed was one we had not anticipated would manifest itself with such  
severity, that being the differences between commercial and public institutions. The great disparity in role,  
scope and style between what was presented in for-profit  and state-run museums is, nonetheless relatively  
easily explained. Commercial establishments need to sensationalise their material to draw in paying customers.  
At their worst, notably the House of Terror in Budapest and the Museum of Communism in Prague, they felt  
little different to a gimmicky exhibition at the London Dungeon. This tendency leaves no room for nuance or  
potential areas of debate, simultaneously generalising and trivialising the material. 

Third, and perhaps related to the second point, different countries each placed their own concerns, emphasis  
and meaning on the artefacts and concepts in question. This was largely related to current political concerns in  
those  countries.  Hajer  proposes  the  notion  of  discourse  coalitions,  where  identifiable  actors  combine  to  
advance a  narrative  suiting  multiple  objectives.  We perceived several  different  constellations  of  discourse 
coalition in which historians have aligned themselves strategically with the prevalent political concerns and 
agenda in their countries. In Germany there was clear cooperation between the centrist political establishment 
and professional historians, while in Hungary the apparent alliance between historians and the political right is 
somewhat more sinister.

What we can say about all the museums and academics we encountered is that they presented their version of  
the story as some kind of unadulterated truth. In fact, common sense tells us that information presented in  
museums  as  neutral  is  often  far  from it.  Certain  meanings  are  imposed  on  specifically  chosen  material.  
Questioning Dr Wolle on this issue, as to how he and his staff select the material and stories they present to the  
public, he seemed to pointedly duck the question, merely listing curiosities that visitors found interesting.

In fact, the narratives we encountered in museums usually served some kind of ordering function for the 'facts'  
they presented, forcing a larger truth and meaning onto their evidence. Official narratives seemingly built upon  
the fundamental (usually, though not always unspoken) assumption that communism was innately 'bad' and 
'evil'.  Museums  sought  to  prove  that  communist  means  could  not  justify  communist  ends,  ends  which  
inevitably became perverted and distorted over time. They implicitly suggested that socialism’s proclaimed 
ends were inferior to the freedom, fulfilment and democracy of the individual in a liberal market economy. 

As Hajer identifies, metaphors often play a central role in official narratives about a phenomenon, linking 
concrete evidence and artefacts to wider concepts. In this way a simple moniker comes to imply or represent  
something more complex, potentially replacing it. The word communism in many of these museums became 
synonymous with 'terror', 'subjugation', 'inefficiency' and 'shortage'. Now, this may or may not be accurate (and 
much evidence suggests that in many cases it  is) but what was interesting for us was the context-specific  
divergence with popular and folk memory.
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Personal experience and memory

The local  narratives  we came across,  that  life  in  the  East  had  been tolerable,  and was  in  some respects 
preferable  to  life  today,  seem to interact  very rarely  with institutionalised  narratives.  Locals  seldom visit  
museums, but they are frequently represented in them. Though many museums highlight stories of 'ordinary  
people', these stories are often exceptional ones made to seem like the norm, and, particularly when they deal 
with resistance to communism, they are somewhat sensationalised. Museums are able to depict locals; this is in 
fact a central role of regional museums. Locals concern themselves with museums far less. 

Generational

It  is  the  older  generation,  who  experienced  that  life  first-hand,  who  in  many  cases  were  active  or  tacit 
supporters of the system, and who most lost out in the tumultuous decade after the fall of the Berlin Wall. One  
need only to look at the Slovakian example, where savings were nonexistent and people found themselves 
living on the streets, scared and seemingly alone. It is understandable that some of this generation look back  
more fondly on the structure, the authenticity and the security of life under communist rule. The perceived  
need to pass down their memories, experiences and opinions can be seen clearly in Serbia, where the cult of  
Tito is preserved through more through personal memory and parental guidance than official museums and 
commercial ventures.

Of course, it is not just wistful nostalgia on behalf of an entire generation – certain strands of society were  
vehemently  against  the  system,  and  have  sought  to  make  their  opinions  more  widely  known  through 
institutional representation and ideologically oppositional political parties. In the process of recording history 
in such a manner, the voices that echo popular sentiment are the most readily heard; due to the centre-right  
leanings in many of the countries behind the former Iron Curtain, the generation that saw the evils of the 
system and the glimmer of hope of a new, democratic future are most responsible for current institutional and 
personal  memory.  It  is,  after  all,  a  mutual  process of  people shaping institutions  and institutions shaping 
people. 

In comparison, younger generations seem less interested in the past, absolving themselves of its legacy and in 
the process leaving its preservation to their parents and grandparents’ generations. Whether it is seduction by 
the bright lights of capitalism, a focus on a more pan-European identity or a simple lack of awareness, the  
reality is that those who have limited personal recollection of the communist era seem markedly less concerned 
about  and  aware  of  its  legacy.  This  is  perfectly  understandable,  as  recent  events  closer  to  home  have  
demonstrated. In the United Kingdom, Thatcherite policies hugely shaped our parents’ generation, with the  
recent outpouring of highly charged and disparate emotion at the former Prime Minister’s funeral evidence of  
her  impact  on  their  lives.  In  comparison,  youth  responses  were  more  muted,  only  the  more  image  and 
politically conscious individuals evincing anything approaching the sentiment of their elders.

Regional 

Personal experience and memory varied enormously based on an innumerable amount of factors. One of the  
more important ones alongside generation and nationality as far we could identify was which region one came 
from, specifically whether it was urban or rural. As we saw repeated time and again, urban centres – especially 
capital cities like Berlin, Prague, Bratislava and Budapest – have generally done well after the fall of the Iron  
Curtain.  But unlike the communist system which sought to spread its limited resources more fairly across  
regions, capital congregates. Where there is no market or purchasing power, there has been little investment. 
This is true, though to varying degrees, in all of the former Eastern Bloc countries we visited. Generally, the 
further  east  one goes,  the less  a  rural  region has been penetrated by capital.  So while  in  Germany rural 
Thüringen has  benefitted less  from liberalisation than  cosmopolitan Berlin,  it  has  done  much better  than 
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eastern parts of Slovakia.

Nonetheless, even in Thüringen the story was largely the same: un- or underemployment. In is particularly in  
these rural regions where there remains the most embitterment and resentment against the sweeping changes of  
the last two decades. This likely relates to the fact that many young people have moved to the cities in a wave 
of  urbanisation  in  Central  and  Eastern  parts  of  Europe  as  semi-collectivised  agricultural  structures  
disintegrated. It is all the more the pity, therefore, that we were unable to explore these rural regions as well as  
we would like to have done had we been travelling by bike.
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Future Expectations

While governments and state institutions have succeeded in establishing discursive dominance on the Cold 
War, it is important to remember that discourses are dynamic. As theorists of linguistics like Ferdinand de 
Saussure and Ernesto Laclau have shown, meaning is inherently contextually and relationally constructed. This 
means that relational constellations of narratives in a “field of discursivity” change over time. Our view of the 
Cold War, filtered through a certain discursive prism is thus a semi-stable one, susceptible to change. It is also  
a  historically  and  culturally  contingent  one,  which  changes  according  to  a  number  of  variables:  what  
nationality we are, which region we come from, what languages we speak, what our gender is, how old we are 
and so forth. 

What we can say is that the official version of events is not likely to lose its centrality in our 'understanding' of  
life behind the Iron Curtain. In fact, as the older generations of Eastern Bloc citizens (those most critical of this 
narrative) grow older and eventually die, there will be very little anecdotal personal memory to counterpose the 
view of the academy and the state. 

Perhaps the expansion of the EU also has a role in this. It is not uncontested, some of the people we spoke to  
were surprisingly hostile to it, such as Milanko on the night train from Belgrade to Budapest. As a result,  
governments  seeking  to  win  ground  for  marketisation  and  European  expansion  are  possibly  mobilising  
narratives discrediting alternatives as part of this project. Historians, sensing employment, are co-opted into  
this process. 

Nonetheless the pro-Western intellectual orthodoxy in Central Europe is neither conducive to healthy debate 
about the state of contemporary societies, nor truly representative of the experiences of older generations in 
Central Europe. Part of a consequence of this has been, with the exception of former dissenters, a general  
disinterest amongst former Eastern Bloc citizens in their history and lack of will to engage productively with 
representations of the past. Instead, as we experienced time and again, they choose not to think about it too 
much, preferring to live in the present. The problem is that this leaves the debate to the state and extremists on 
both the left and the right – as we saw in Leipzig, Budapest and Ljubljana, with skinheads, fascism, and the  
pan-Slovenian popular uprising. 
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Personal Reflections

We learned a great deal during the course of our trip. Some of our initial expectations were met, others were 
challenged. We found it  particularly interesting to see how different  states  deal  with potentially  awkward 
questions about their past, and how much their response depends on the current political climate. It goes to  
show how partisan  supposedly  neutral  historical  writing  and  official  museums  can  be,  and  demonstrated 
clearly that the most valuable asset in any representation about the past is healthy public discussion. Where  
there is a lack of interest, one side is able to establish their view as truth to the detriment of past realities.

We also found contact with people who have lived in a completely different socio-economic system to have the 
potential to be insightful and profound. This cultural exchange demands reflection on things we assume to be  
common sense. Talking to an older generation of Eastern Europeans about political legitimacy of past and 
present  regimes was the first time it  occurred to Matt that this legitimacy cannot simply be conveyed by  
ritualised procedures every five years. It appeared that this older generation realised much more clearly than he 
did before the trip that elections are an important aspect of  liberal democracy, but they are not essence of 
democracy. Many older Serbs, for instance, believe that Tito’s rule was more democratic in the sense of 'ruling 
for the people' rather than the current crop of (allegedly) corrupt politicians.

It also made us realise that everyone has something to say (even if they do not know it), and it is generally  
worth listening to (even if one finds it to be disagreeable or troubling). Exchanging views and opinions can be  
both  a  constructive  and  cathartic  exercise  for  both  parties.  One  suspects  that  Matt’s  (rather  brusque)  
questioning of the bus driver on the way to the Point Alpha museum was the first time in a long time he had 
talked openly about the ending of the communist system. He began rather reticently, “I am just a bus driver, I 
don’t  know about  that  kind  of  thing,”  but  we  think  surprised  even  himself  with  some  of  the  insightful  
observations he made on the thirty-five minute ride through the countryside.

Perhaps our biggest regret was the lack of time afforded to us by circumstances beyond our control. Had we  
been able to traverse the continent by bike instead of train, limited by iron and timetables, we feel that we  
would have seen a different side of Central and Eastern Europe, one that was tantalisingly hinted at though our  
encounters with the people we met along the way.

We hope that the report will enable readers to access some of the intricacies about life in a number of Warsaw 
Pact  countries, developments since 1989, as well  as the manner in which these changes are remembered.  
History is never clear cut; the number of grey areas and competing histories presented to us in such a short  
space of time is evidence enough of that, signifying the importance of continuing to question the past. The  
project has allowed us to engage with this particular topic fully, and for the eye-opener that it was we are 
extremely grateful, and would wholeheartedly recommend similar endeavours.
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Appendices

Itinerary

Date Location
5th June London Stansted, United Kingdom to Szczecin, Poland to Berlin, Germany
6th June Berlin
7th June Berlin to Marienborn, Germany to Fulda, Germany
8th June Fulda to Leipzig, Germany
9th June Leipzig to Prague, Czech Republic
10th June Prague to Gmünd, Austria to Vienna, Austria
11th June Vienna to Břeclav, Czech Republic to Bratislava, Slovakia
12th June Bratislava to Budapest, Hungary to Belgrade, Serbia
13th June Belgrade to Budapest
14th June Budapest to Vienna to Ljubljana, Slovenia
15th June Ljubljana
16th June Ljubljana to Trieste, Italy to London Stansted
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Project Expenditure

Item Cost (GBP)

Preparatory Costs and Transport

Anticipated Cost 934.00

Flights 281.55

Interrail 560.50

Insurance 51.44

Airport Connection 9.00

Subtotal 902.49

Accommodation

Anticipated Cost 588.14

Berlin 71.11

Fulda 55.00

Leipzig 32.76

Prague 19.99

Vienna 35.56

Bratislava 30.21

Budapest (Night Train) 17.11

Belgrade (Night Train) 15.00

Ljubljana 42.67

Trieste (Night Coach) 29.58

Booking Fees 5.00

Cancelled Accommodation 8.95

Subtotal 362.94

Daily Expenses

Anticipated Cost 480.00

05 June 2013 47.84

06 June 2013 43.49

07 June 2013 10.55

08 June 2013 39.80

09 June 2013 27.19
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Item Cost (GBP)

10 June 2013 49.01

11 June 2013 15.80

12 June 2013 21.35

13 June 2013 26.06

14 June 2013 21.83

15 June 2013 43.24

16 June 2013 14.79

Overseas Withdrawal Costs 12

Phone Costs 52.81

Subtotal 425.75

Museums and Attractions

Anticipated Cost 111.64

Szczecin History Museum 1.00

Berlin DDR Museum 6.88

Point Alpha 6.88

Runde Ecke Leipzig 8.60

Museum of Communism 9.90

Schloss Weitra 13.76

City Museum Bratislava 2.58

Bratislava Walking Tour 8.60

City Museum Bratislava 3.44

Museum of Terror 5.80

Museum of Yugoslav History 1.50

City Museum Ljubljana 8.60

Subtotal 77.54

Binding 36.00

Anticipated Total 2,113.78

Actual Total 1,804.73

All exchange rates correct as of 20 June 2013:
1 GBP = PLN 5.00 (Poland)
1 GBP = EUR 1.16 (Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Slovenia, Italy)
1 GBP = CZK 30.30 (Czech Republic)
1 GBP = HUF 344.83 (Hungary)
1 GBP = RSD 133.33 (Serbia) 
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